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UK NEGOTIATORS:

YOU MAY BE A TARGET FOR
SURVEILLANCE
STAY SECURE!
Countries across the EU have recently passed legislation granting their
intelligence agencies wide-reaching powers to hack devices and to intercept,
store and analyse data. As a negotiator for the UK’s withdrawal from the EU,
it is essential that your personal data is secure from all adversaries.

SOME COUNTRIES IN THE EU CAN:
•

Hack foreign institutions and people

•

Activate a device’s microphone, webcam or GPS-locator

DO NOT SEND TO EU NEGOTIATORS

technology
•

Intercept internet traffic travelling on undersea fibre optic cables

•

Access raw intelligence collected by partner intelligence agencies

•

Force service providers to decrypt communications

PROTECT YOURSELF WITH A FARADAY CAGE
A Faraday Cage blocks all electromagnetic signals from reaching your
device. Use it when you don’t want adversaries to hack or track your phone.
But please bear in mind that a Faraday Cage won’t totally protect you.
Your adversary has powerful and sophisticated tools to undermine your privacy.

Don’t you wish that there were stronger laws
against state surveillance powers?
Visit www.privacyinternational.org to learn more
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